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Abstract
The movement advocating for a more transparent and reproducible science has placed the issue
of research reproducibility at the center of attention of various stakeholders related to academic
research. Universities, funding institutions and publishers have started changing long
established policies with the goal to encourage and support best practices for rigorous and
transparent science making. Regarding the field of indoor positioning, there is a lack of
standard evaluation procedures that would enable consistent comparisons. Moreover, the
practices of Open Data and Open Source are on the verge of gaining popularity within the
community of the field. This work, after presenting an extensive introduction to the landscape
of research reproducibility and providing the viewpoint of the research community of Indoor
Positioning, proceeds to its primary contribution: to provide a concrete set of suggestions that
could accelerate the pace of the Indoor Positioning research community towards becoming a
discipline of reproducible research.
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1. Introduction
The concept of research reproducibility has gained increasing attention over the course of the last
decade. Despite the many coordinated efforts that motivate the goal of more reproducible and
transparent scientific results, many pitfalls are still identified. Indicatively, the lack of standardization
in many disciplines, the unavailability of the data and the computer code which produced the published
results and the ‘insufficient peer review of published research’ combined with the absence of ‘peer
review of data’ [1], are some of the main pitfalls that have been underlined.
In its most general sense, the term Reproducibility of scientific results is often used as an umbrella
term, covering a wide range of desirable attributes of science, including good quality, reliability and
efficiency [1]. There is an ongoing effort of the scientific community to reach a consensus on the
definition, in a strict and narrow sense, of the relevant terms laying below the overarching theme of
Reproducibility (in its wider sense), such as: Reproducibility, Replicability and Repeatability. These
terms are met in scientific publications with various, competing and even contradictory definitions
[1,2]. There are even cases where the definitions assigned to the terms Reproducibility and Replicability
are interchangeable across different works and scientific disciplines [3, 4].
In an effort to reach a consensus on the definitions of these terms, the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering and Medicine of the USA, have published a lengthy ‘Consensus Study Report’
on Reproducibility and Replicability in Science [2]. Upon extensive study of the current usage of the
terms, ‘the committee adopted definitions that are intended to apply across all fields of science and
help untangle the complex issues associated with reproducibility and replicability’ [2].
The scoping Report of the European Commission on ‘Reproducibility of scientific results in the EU’
[1], is in line with the American National Academies [2], in their definition of the terms of major
interest: Reproducibility and Replicability.
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Reproducibility, in the strict sense, is achieved when new researchers are able to reproduce the
analysis of the original authors, using the same ‘input data, computational steps, methods, and code;
and conditions of analysis’ [2], and obtain consistent results.
Replicability is achieved when new researchers are able to obtain ‘consistent results across studies
aimed at answering the same scientific question’ [2], ‘using the same analytical method, but on different
datasets’ [1].
In addition, the following terms are also commonly used:
Repeatability refers to the ability of the original authors of one work to repeat their experiment (or
simply to run their code) under the exact same conditions (data, code, environment, methods, hardware)
and obtain consistent results [5].
Runnability refers to the ability to obtain consistent results when executing the exact same steps on
a new machine, using the same data, computational steps, methods, code and conditions of analysis [5].
Reusability refers to ‘the looser possibility to re-use the results beyond the original research
context, both inside and outside the original scientific discipline’ [1].
The current work presents an extensive overview of the landscape of research reproducibility, before
providing the viewpoint of the research community of Indoor Positioning on this matter and proposing
a list of concrete suggestions. In Section 2, the concepts of transparency, clarity and verifiability of
evaluation are analyzed, with particular focus on Indoor Positioning research. The concept of Open
Science, along with the various actions that it relates to, are discussed in Section 3. The ways that
relevant best practices are being incentivized are extensively presented Section 4. Section 5 builds on
the content of the previous sections to provide a concrete set of suggestions that could accelerate the
pace of the Indoor Positioning research community towards becoming a truly Reproducible discipline.
Lastly, conclusions drawn and future directions are discussed is Section 6.

2. Transparency, Clarity and Verifiability of Evaluation
Transparency, clarity, and verifiability of evaluation of scientific research are crucial values of
science ethics. ‘The integrity of datasets; the availability of data and the transparency of data collection
methods (what was not reported, what was not used, why); the coherence of the approach (preregistration of method/protocol)’ [1], are crucial elements that may enhance the reproducibility of
scientific findings.

2.1.

Verifiability of Evaluation in Indoor Positioning Research

The aspects related to the transparency and verifiability of evaluation, which are of great importance
for all disciplines, are of particular interest when considering them in the context of Indoor Positioning
research. The way data are collected, processed, and used for evaluation has not been standardized so
far, by the community of the field. Nevertheless, the way these steps are performed greatly affects the
outcome of the experiments utilizing them.
A particularly relevant work by Adler et al. [6] has studied the evaluation practices of Indoor
Positioning research, performing a survey on papers from the IPIN conferences of the period 20102014 [6]. In their emblematic work, Adler et al. [6] analyzed 183 papers, categorizing them according
to their Ground Truth collection method, their type of Evaluation, their type of Reference System, and
their Baselines.
In terms of the Evaluation categories, Adler et al. [6] categorized works in different Evaluation
approaches such as Discrete Point Experiments, Grid-like Experiments, and Office Walk Experiments.
Undeniably, the Reference Systems used to establish the ground truth are very closely related to the
evaluation process. Examples of Reference System categories are the use of Landmarks (‘Single
reference points with varying degree of accuracy’), of Paths (‘e.g., fixed points on the floor or landmarks
in the vicinity’), of Optical Systems (tracking the target using cameras) or of GNSS Reference systems.

Upon their analysis, the authors of [6] concluded that although ‘most of all papers describe their
setup very well, … (they) tend to neglect the information on how the ground truth information was
gathered.’ More particularly, regarding the ground truth definition, they observed a complete absence
of reporting the way the time reference was obtained, in contrast to the commonly reported spatial
reference. Various works have proposed protocols for the spatio-temporal definition of the ground truth
and for its comparison to the obtained location estimates [7, 8]. The authors underline that following a
well reported and rigorous methodology for the spatio-temporal definition of the ground truth is
indispensable [6]. Lastly, Adler et al. [6] identified a systematic lack of external baselines in the
evaluation section of the studied papers. With no baseline to compare against, it is hard to evaluate the
potential of new methods and ‘to quantify the progress made over the years’ [6].
The selection of the evaluation metrics is an important feature of complete reporting. It is often the
case that single evaluation metrics are reported (mean, median, percentiles, standard deviation, Root
Mean Square Error, Mean Square Error, etc.). In addition, error distributions depicted in the form of
boxplots or of Cumulative Distribution Functions are also commonly reported, providing a better
overview of the performance. Metrics that go beyond the Euclidean distance between the true and the
estimated positions have recently been proposed. Such approaches take into consideration the
particularities of the buildings, defining the positioning error as ‘the length of the pedestrian path that
connects the estimated position to the true position’ [9]. Since Indoor Positioning Systems (IPSs) may
be used in different scenarios, facilitating very distinct services, there is no golden standard of an
evaluation metric. It is therefore recommended for authors to provide the source code of their work, so
that all relevant metrics can be easily calculated. Authors may choose to report the metrics relevant to
their use case, but an open code approach would facilitate reusability, where multiple metrics may be
evaluated.
An important aspect of transparent and verifiable evaluation is the availability of the used datasets.
It is not sufficient to simply use a publicly available dataset, as the train/validation/test separation of
the data should also be openly reported. Moreover, the principles of using the train/validation/test sets
should be carefully respected. No evaluation should take place using the training set. Moreover, any
potential tuning of hyperparameters should be performed on a validation set, which must be distinct
from the (previously unseen by any other operation) test set on which results are reported. It is not
uncommon to find works reporting performance on data that have been used either for training the
model or for tuning certain hyperparameters, practices that enact the error of information leakage.

3. Open Science - Publicly Sharing Contributing Resources
The concept of Open Science describes a wide spectrum of actions that make ‘the content and
process of producing evidence and claims transparent and accessible to others’ [10]. The Manifesto
for reproducible Science states that ‘Transparency is a scientific ideal, and adding ‘open’ should
therefore be redundant. Science often lacks openness: many published articles are not available to
people without a personal or institutional subscription, and most data, materials and code supporting
research outcomes are not made accessible, for example, in a public repository’ [10]. In this section
we discuss a few main actions of openness, which have the potential to contribute to the goal of more
reproducible research.

3.1.

Open Data

A principal target of the movement of Open Science is the availability of Open Research Data,
which can enhance reproducibility, verifiability and comparability of scientific results [11]. Sharing
data can also facilitate the establishment of benchmarks and can save considerable time that would be
required if all authors had to perform their own data collection.
A commonly used guideline for the way data should be shared is the FAIR Guiding Principles [12].
The FAIR Principles require data sharing in ways that guarantee that data are Findable, Accessible,
Interoperable, and Reusable. Findable data should be assigned a unique and persistent identifier, should
contain rich descriptive metadata and should be indexed in a searchable resource. Accessible (meta)data

should be retrievable by their identifier using a standardized communication protocol that should be
open, free, and universally implementable. Moreover, metadata should remain accessible, even when
the data might no longer be available. Interoperable (meta)data should use a formal, accessible, shared,
and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation, including qualified references to other
(meta)data that may be relevant. Reusable data should be richly described with a plurality of accurate
and relevant attributes, aiming at a clear and accessible data usage [12]. Including a license indicating
the conditions under which the data can be used is of great importance. Various repositories support the
sharing of open research data, such as the Zenodo repository or IEEE’s DataPort.

3.2.

Open Source

Open Source, or Open Code, is another very useful practice of Open Science, in which authors share
the source code implementation that was used to produce the results of their published work. The code
carries the potential to unambiguously present the exact way the reported results were produced. The
shared code may concern all steps of the work, from the implementation of a new method that the paper
may have proposed, to the experimental setting, the data digestion, and the results’ calculation and their
visualization. Simply sharing the code may not suffice for the code to be functional in other systems
and to produce the same results. All package and library versions used, and all potential dependencies
should be indicated. Authors could choose to share a file which can be used to recreate the environment
used (such as the yml filetype). Lastly, it is crucial to share the random seed for non-deterministic
operations.
Open Source should abide by the same standards as the ones discussed for Open Data [11]. More
particularly, the code should be publicly available with a persistent, unique reference (like DOI). It
should be well commented and should contain helpful metadata, explaining the content and guiding the
users on the way the code can be used. Including a license, indicating the conditions under which the
code can be used and extended is also very important.

3.3.

CRediT – Contributor Roles Taxonomy

In the spirit of openness and transparency, the exact type of contribution of each researcher
appearing in a paper’s author list should be clearly stated. CRediT [13] is a widely used high-level
taxonomy of Contributor Roles, representing the roles typically played by contributors to scientific
scholarly output. Such public recognition of various roles of contributors can foster the collaboration
of different teams and motivate data and material exchange. For instance, the pre-agreement on these
publicly stated roles may remove the reservations of teams to share material and data with other teams,
since the recognition of their contribution will have been agreed upon.

3.4.

Registered Reports

Registered Reports is a publishing format in which authors submit for peer review a detailed
description of a study/experiment they intend to undertake, describing the methodology and the protocol
to be followed [14]. In Stage 1 review, fellow peers review a ‘manuscript that includes an Introduction,
Methods, and the results of any pilot experiments that motivate the research proposal’. Upon the Stage
1 review, and its potential revisions, works with high quality protocols receive an In-Principle
Acceptance (IPA), which represents the promise that the final form of the paper will be accepted for
publication if the authors follow through with the registered methodology, regardless of the outcome of
the study [1]. The authors that receive the IPA can proceed to implementing the proposed experiment,
collecting the data and enriching the initial manuscript with the sections presenting Results and
Discussion. This complete version of the manuscript undergoes a Stage 2 review. After the potential
revisions that may be suggested, the manuscripts are published. Naturally, authors are strongly
encouraged to openly share data and code.
This publishing format can have numerous advantages. An important factor is that authors receive
peer feedback on the process of designing their protocol, which can lead to the selection of more robust

protocols. Moreover, this publishing format ‘emphasizes the importance of the research question and
the quality of methodology’ [1], rather than prioritizing positive results. At the time of writing this paper
‘288 journals use the Registered Reports publishing format either as a regular submission option or as
part of a single special issue’ [14].

4. Incentivizing Best Practices
The movement promoting Open Science and Research Reproducibility has inspired and motivated
many researchers in refining their overall research workflow management with the aim of conforming
to the highest standards of scientific rigor. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that the facilitation of a
widespread establishment of best practices requires an organized change and systemic support, as it
cannot simply rely on the motivation of individuals. There has been a growing realization that ‘little
progress can be made if becoming involved in such activities reduces a researcher’s chances of rank
and status advancement and other rewards’ [15].
The fact that ‘little emphasis is placed on the rigor of research when hiring, reviewing, and
promoting researchers’ [16] has been identified as a major counter-factor, preventing the wide adoption
of best practices. A related identified issue is that the ‘novelty’ of research is systematically favored
over ‘rigour’ [16]. This phenomenon, often referred to as ‘publication bias’ [17], is a strong feedback
loop, fueling the incentive structure that favors the publication of novel results over the publication of
negative results or of replication studies. The publication bias effect is accused of facilitating ‘the
dissemination and maintenance of false knowledge’ [17]. This is because, ‘when incentives favor
novelty over replication, false results persist in the literature unchallenged, reducing efficiency in
knowledge accumulation’ [18].
A significant additional effort is required to produce scientific results that are reproducible, which
raises the questions of how this additional cost is covered and how the adherence to these practices is
rewarded. There is no easy way to accurately quantify this additional effort in a general manner. The
stance of the relevant literature on estimating this cost varies from the rather optimistic view that
‘authors can increase the trustworthiness and reproducibility of research results with relatively little
effort’ [11], to the more pessimistic view, suggesting that ‘researchers who adopt good practice in
reproducibility are working a double-shift’ [1]. It is, however, commonly accepted [1, 2, 10, 11, 15, 16,
19], that the structure of incentives for researchers has not favored the adoption of these costly practices.
There is undeniably a cost of adhering to these principles that is ‘not usually paid for by the funder nor
supported by the home research institution (it may be seen as giving competing institutions an
advantage) and it does not carry a premium’ [1].
The scientific community has identified this problematic structure of systemically created incentives
and several initiatives have been initiated with the goal of mitigating this problem. Two of the most
characteristic and impactive initiatives are the Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) [20], and
The Hong Kong Principles for assessing researchers [16], discussed below, in Sections 4.1 and 4.2
respectively. The goal of these initiatives is to motivate a systemic change of the incentive structure.
Such a shift will reward those that follow best practices and will motivate others to do so as well.
Moreover, it will provide researchers with the incentives to adhere to best practices without a negative
impact on their careers.

4.1.

DORA Declaration

The Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA) [20] was developed in 2012, during the Annual
Meeting of the American Society for Cell Biology in San Francisco and ever since it has achieved a
global impact across scientific disciplines. The goal of the declaration was to promote improved ways
of evaluating researchers and scholarly research outputs. The declaration emphasizes the need to assess
research on its own merits rather than based on the journal in which the research is published. The
declaration has been signed by several institutions and individuals. The signatories of DORA support
the adoption of the proposed practices in research assessment.

The Declaration urges funding agencies and research institutions to be explicit about the criteria they
use in evaluating the scientific productivity of grant applicants and in taking hiring/tenure/promotion
decisions respectively. More specifically, it suggests considering ‘the value and impact of all research
outputs (including datasets and software) in addition to research publications’ [20].
An example of the adoption of the DORA principles in practice is the policy of the Swiss National
Science Foundation (SNSF). Since August 2020, the career funding schemes of SNSF have no longer
considered the impact factors of scientific journals at any stage of the evaluation. SNSF takes a more
holistic approach in evaluating the research output as a whole. ‘This includes publications as well as
other areas such as cooperation with stakeholder groups, science outreach, datasets, software, patents,
conference papers and prizes’ [21]. This is an example of the concrete and tangible impact that
initiatives like DORA can have in reformulating the incentive structure of academic research.

4.2.

The Hong Kong Principles (HKPs)

The Hong Kong Principles (HKPs) for assessing researchers [16] were formalized in 2020, in the
context of the 6th World Conference on Research Integrity. The focus of the initiative was on ‘ensuring
that researchers are explicitly recognized and rewarded for behaviors that strengthen research
integrity’ [16]. More specifically, the HKPs emphasized the fact that ‘research institutions should
incentivize, reward, and assess individual researchers for behavior that fosters research integrity
within their respective organization’ [16]. The abbreviated short version of the Hong Kong Principles
can be summarized as follows:
(I) Assess responsible research practices
(II) Value complete reporting
(III) Reward the practice of open science
(IV) Acknowledge a broad range of research activities
(V) Recognize other essential tasks like peer review and mentoring
We will now discuss how these five principles overlap with the motivation of the current work.
Firstly, Principle (I) suggests that authors who follow best practices that promote reproducibility and
research integrity should receive the appropriate recognition in the research assessment process. It is
underlined that following these practices comes at a cost, in terms of time and resources, and thus
researchers abiding by best practices ‘may disadvantage themselves compared to colleagues not
participating in these practices’ [16]. Similarly, valuing complete reporting (Principle (II)) is linked to
the fact that ‘these activities deserve to be credited in the assessment of researchers because they are
essential for replicability, to make it possible to verify what was done, and to enable the reuse of data’
[16].
Principe (III), ‘Reward the practice of open science’, directly promotes ‘open access, open methods,
open data, open code’ [16] not only as facilitators of research reproducibility, but also as factors
promoting equality to the research process. A strong argument in favor of open science is that ‘a
considerable amount of public funds is used for research, and its results can have profound social
impact’ [16]. Moreover, in the spirit of openness, it is suggested that all participating research authors
of a work should ‘openly describe how each person has contributed to a research project’ [16], using
for instance the CRediT taxonomy [13]. Moreover, the use of unique author identifiers, such as the
Open Researcher and Contributor ID (ORCID), is proposed so that each researcher can be uniquely and
unambiguously identified. Lastly, abiding by the FAIR principles [12] of data sharing is underlined as
an appropriate practice.
Different types of research should be considered (IV): from creating new ideas and testing them to
replicating key findings and synthesizing existing research. It is characteristically emphasized that
‘replication studies or research synthesis efforts are often not regarded as innovative enough in

researcher assessments, despite their critical importance for the credibility of research’ [16]. Lastly,
activities like peer review should be recognized (V). Peer review is viewed as a cornerstone of research
assessment and scientific progress. The quality of the review that researchers provide should also be a
contributing factor in their assessment. Such contributions can be easily identified since it is common
for journals to recognize reviewers’ contributions, pointing towards these reviews using unique
identifiers, in platforms such as Publons [22].

4.3.

Funding Agencies

There is a growing interest over the subject of research reproducibility across scientific disciplines,
among all types of stakeholders of scientific research. The growing awareness and realization of the
stakes of encouraging transparency, openness and reproducibility in scientific research is driving
policymakers to transform the current incentive structure. The policy changes are related to the
preceding culture shift within the scientific community. As a result of the movement advocating for a
more rigorous and fair research assessment, many funding agencies have taken significant steps in that
direction.
A characteristic example is Plan S [23], which aims to enforce open-access publishing in the near
future. Plan S was introduced in 2018, and it is supported by cOAlition S, an international consortium
regrouping numerous national, international and charitable funders, as well as research organizations,
under the support of the European Commission and the European Research Council (ERC). Plan S
requires that ‘from 2021, scientific publications that result from research funded by public grants must
be published in compliant Open Access journals or platforms’ [23].
Steps in the same direction were also taken within the funding program Horizon 2020, of the
European Union, which required research data of funded projects to be made available (with possible
opt-outs), as well as demanding the submission of a ‘Data Management Plan’ (DMP). Regarding its
successor funding scheme, Horizon Europe (2021-2027), ‘there are plans for compulsory DMPs and
provisions in Model Grant Agreements (MGA) for open data availability’ [1]. In this scope, the report
of the European Commission on the issue of the ‘Reproducibility of results in the EU’ [1], makes
concrete suggestions. More particularly, it suggests ensuring that ‘issues related to research integrity
are part of proposal evaluation’, and that ‘reproducibility issues are part of DMPs’, making ‘prior
checks on existing results compulsory for research proposals’ and revising ‘evaluation guidelines to
reward robustness of methodologies’. It is noteworthy that Horizon 2020 as well as Horizon Europe do
not exclusively concern member-countries of the European Union, or associated countries, since they
often allow the participation of researchers from third countries, a fact that underlines the global impact
of the relevant decisions.
Similar initiatives have taken place in the USA as well, in which funders have directly linked
reproducibility to evaluation. For instance, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) have ‘put in place a policy, resources and training to support
reproducibility, as part of their wider ‘rigour’ agenda’, including ‘revised guidance concerning directly
the evaluation of prior research in the instructions and review criteria for career development award
applications and for Research Grant Applications’ [1].
There is, undoubtedly, a great ongoing systemic shift of national and international organizations
towards the support of the adoption of best practices, which favor open and reproducible science. These
practices have started becoming formal funding requirements as well as elements of the evaluation for
research funding. Within this new emerging structure of incentives and legal requirements, it becomes
evident that the sooner individual researchers and research communities adapt to these requirements,
the faster their research will move forward.

4.4.

Benefits for the Authors

It is understandable that requiring researchers to dedicate additional effort to satisfy the requirements
of openness, transparency and reproducibility, might be viewed with hesitation, concern or
unwillingness. Building on the argumentation presented in previous sections, we now enumerate ten

concrete benefits (proposed by Gundersen et al [11]) that may motivate the authors to put in the
additional effort that is, undeniably, required.
1) Contribute to the promotion of more rigorous science
2) Receive credit for all research output (datasets, code)
3) Increase visibility and citability of your research
4) Better funding potential under new requirements
5) Offer variety to your CV
6) Improve management of your research assets
7) Facilitate the reproduction of your work
8) Timely adaptation to new publishing requirements
9) Attract transformative students and colleagues
10) Demonstrate leadership and forward thinking
In addition to these benefits for the individuals, it is important to also reflect on the positive
repercussion on the research community of a certain field, such as indoor positioning:
(i) Field moves forward faster (direct reuse of existing methods, baselines).
(ii) Ability to make consistent and repeatable comparisons and to select the best performing methods.
(iii) Gaining time by not reinventing the wheel, but focusing on more meaningful research directions.
(iv) Have the infrastructure to be competitive as a discipline in the forthcoming research funding
context.
(v) Transparent overview of the State of the Art, facilitating the market adoption of the most
adequate methods.
(vi) The field can become renowned for being at the forefront of the effort for research
reproducibility.

5. Suggestions for the Indoor Positioning Community
The presented initiatives of the scientific community, of the related funding agencies and of other
involved stakeholders, suggest that this emerging culture of transparency and openness of the scientific
process is moving on from being a noteworthy and rare practice, to becoming a sine qua non. Apart
from the cultural dimension, concrete policy measures have already started being implemented in the
research funding process, across all research disciplines. For some disciplines it might be inherently
more difficult to support reproducibility, compared to others. The field of indoor positioning research
enjoys a head start compared to other disciplines, due to the nature of the discipline and to the fact that
the vast majority of the research outcomes can be presented and shared in the form of computer code.
Moreover, certain established activities of the community, such as the IPIN competition [24], constitute
an excellent example of transparent, rigorous and consistent comparison of research outcomes. In this
section, we propose a non-exhaustive list of concrete steps that the indoor positioning research
community could take to accelerate its pace towards becoming a truly reproducible discipline. These
steps could be encouraged by the IPIN conference, as well as by other related conferences, journals and
special sessions that lie within the thematic area of indoor positioning.

5.1.

Reproducibility Checklist

A first idea that could be easily implemented and that could have a direct and significant
repercussion, would be the creation of a checklist of reproducibility-enhancing points for future paper
submissions. The suggested points, which are in line with the ongoing similar actions, are:
(1) Open code: Do the authors provide the code implementation related to the paper’s content? Are
all relevant pieces of information, that would facilitate the reproduction of the tests provided (as for
instance, versions of packages/libraries used, dependencies declared, etc.)? If the code implementation

is not shared, is there a justification provided (Reasons for opting out could be: IPR issues, insufficient
resources, third-party owning part of the code, etc.)?
(2) Open FAIR data: If the authors use data that they collected, do they share these data? Does the
data sharing comply with the FAIR principles? Is the data collection method sufficiently described
(method of collection, system for defining the spatiotemporal ground truth and its estimated level of
accuracy, etc.)? Is the train/validation/test set repartition of the data available? If the dataset used is not
shared, is a justification provided (Reasons for opting out could be: IPR issues, insufficient resources,
third-party owning the data, etc.)? If the authors use public data, is the source clearly referenced?
(3) Deployment description: If a deployment is used in the paper, is it sufficiently described
(Ground truth collection method, type(s) of Access Point (AP) technology used, type of mobile devices,
AP density, type/map of environment, size of the area of AP deployed, data collection area size, etc.)?
(4) Evaluation protocol description: Is the evaluation protocol clearly described? Is there a
baseline method used? Is the proposed method compared against the baseline in a fair and consistent
way (using, for instance, the same dataset)?
(5) Declared roles of contributors: Are the roles of all contributors appearing in the author list
clearly defined (A simple adoption of the CRediT [13] author statement can address this point)?
The above proposed items, or a subset of them, could be adopted, either as optional or as mandatory
points that a paper submission should fulfil. The level of compliance with these points could also
become a factor of the evaluation of papers. If such a checklist were to be adopted, its requirements
would need to be publicly announced in the call for papers. Moreover, a mechanism such as the Open
Science Badges [25], could be a first step of positive encouragement of these best practices.

5.2.

Other Actions

In addition to the above discussed checklist, there exist other simple steps that the community could
take, which could encourage and motivate actions towards more reproducible research. Indicatively,
we propose:
(i) The adjustment of a more flexible structure of Peer Review questionnaires,
(ii) The encouragement of Replication Studies in a formal context,
(iii) The adoption of the Registered Reports format,
(iv) The repeating evaluation, through time, of the level of reproducibility of the field by Scoping
Studies and surveys,
(v) Recognizing and rewarding outstanding efforts facilitating reproducibility.
These actions are becoming common practices in many disciplines, and they could be particularly
useful in the field of indoor positioning research. More specifically, in relation to the first point, the
questions that a reviewer has to answer when assessing a paper submission in the context of the Peer
Review process (i), are often written in a way that predetermines that submissions with positive results
will be preferably evaluated. This may result in unfairly treating other types of studies (studies with
negative results, replication studies, surveys) which should be encouraged as well, and should be
evaluated with criteria that are relevant to their nature. Thus, the questions that the reviewers are invited
to answer could be enriched or could be made adaptable to the type of the paper, without favoring apriori novelty over replication. Depending on whether the paper concerns a novel idea (positive results),
a replication study (negative or confirmatory results), or a survey (literature review / State of the Art),
the peer review procedure could be adapted accordingly.
The idea of Replication Studies (ii) can be a very interesting direction for the indoor positioning
research community. A common experience of experts of this field is the fact that the fine-tuning of an
IPS at each distinct deployment is a very important task that is determinant for the system’s
performance. Inviting the community to replicate published works and to evaluate the consistency of
results, either on the same or on different datasets, is a precious exercise to encourage. The invitation
for replication studies could take place in the context of special sessions at conferences like IPIN, on
special issues in relevant journals or simply as a special submission type. Such submissions should

respect some minimum requirements like open code and open data, both with a persistent identifier.
The precious material that the community possesses from the annual IPIN competitions, could be used
as excellent starting points for such studies. The submitted solutions of a certain year could be tested
with data from upcoming years, upon the necessary adjustments that might be required. Such studies
would evaluate the consistency of the performance of competing systems in different settings and would
showcase the generalization potential of these systems.
The concept of Registered Reports (iii) could function as an indispensable steppingstone for the
indoor positioning community in its effort to establish standards based on community agreement and,
eventually, on consensus. Submitting for peer review the protocol and the methodology that is intended
to be used in large scale experiments or in data collection projects, can offer a precious, timely, and
targeted feedback by fellow peers, which can improve the overall design of the planned work.
Moreover, should a registered report be accepted, its authors are reassured that the result of their
laborious planned work will be accepted for publication. The potential for peer intervention and
discussion on the protocol design phase facilitates the execution of protocols with a wider acceptance.
Registered Reports would be particularly useful for the cases of data collection projects, which aim
to collect and publicize datasets. In such cases, a community approval of the data collection protocol
before the actual data collection, gives the community the opportunity to control the quality of such
processes. Since the public datasets are widely used by numerous research works of the field, the quality
of their collection protocol may have a tremendous repercussion in the conclusions drawn by all their
citing works. The timely feedback of peer review facilitated by the Registered Reports can greatly affect
the quality of data collection works, and subsequently, of all future works reusing their materials.
The scoping report of the European Commission on the issue of the Reproducibility of results in the
EU [1], indicates that ‘there is a growing awareness of the problem in many disciplines, testified by
scoping studies and seminal surveys’. Indeed, interesting Scoping Studies (iv) in various disciplines
[11, 26, 27, 28, 29] depict a realistic picture of the status of reproducibility in their respective field,
following rigorous examinations of the relevant literature and providing fact-based conclusions. An
objective understanding of the status of a field can assist the decision-making towards positive change.
Therefore, a relevant survey on the current level of reproducibility of indoor positioning research would
be an excellent steppingstone, and a future baseline to evaluate the progress of the indoor positioning
community in this aspect. Lastly, such works are excellent examples of scenarios where the logic of
Registered Reports would be appropriate, as the protocol of assessing the level of reproducibility of
previous works of a field would be firstly peer reviewed and approved.
Recognizing and rewarding (v) researchers for their outstanding efforts to facilitate reproducibility
is an efficient and inexpensive way in which the community could promote the culture of reproducible
research [30]. One such example are the awards; along the various existing types of awards (best paper,
best student paper, best presentation, best poster, etc.) ‘awards, such as for outstanding effort to make
complex results more reproducible or outstanding effort to reproduce results’ [30] could be added.
Moreover, relevant conferences or journals could provide a definition of what constitutes ‘an article
with reproducible results and recognize these articles (e.g., with badges or other incentives)’ [30].
Lastly, the comparison of reproducible results across articles could take place in the form of a
competition [30].

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we described the advancements in the world of academic science towards more
reproducible research. The particular viewpoint was that of the Indoor Positioning research community.
We proposed a series of steps that the community could undertake to assist Research Reproducibility.
Moreover, the benefits of such actions within the transforming landscape of incentives in the academic
world were extensively presented. In this context, we consider that most of the proposals are relatively
inexpensive to implement.
Overall, there is a debate whether there is a ‘replication crisis’ in science. Nevertheless,
Reproducibility should not be framed as a crisis, but rather as an ‘ideal’ [1]. This approach may
summarize the mentality with which the numerous presented initiatives have motivated the ongoing

culture shift. Indoor positioning research is at a crossroads. The community possesses the capital of
several public datasets, which are being published at an increasing pace. Established activities of
rigorous comparisons, such as the IPIN competitions, are part of the richness of the field. Nevertheless,
the community has yet a lot of important steps to undertake. Directions such as increased openness of
data and code, complete and unambiguous reporting, and standardized evaluation processes require
urgent action. These directions, if followed, would provide the push forward that the field deserves.
As a part of their immediate future plans, the authors of this work intend to design a protocol for
studying a volume of works of the field and creating a survey that will provide an overview of the status
of reproducibility of the field. It would be ideal if such a work were conducted with the wider possible
participation of experts in this field, who are warmly invited to co-create it.
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